Masters Certification in Laparoscopy
(BASIC - INTERMEDIATE)

09 - 13 APRIL 2020, DUBAI

Prof. Abhay Dalvi
MD, MS (Gen. Surgery)

Dr Sujata Dalvi
MD, DGO., FCPS

Topics

- Practice of access technique & camera holding (Workshop training)
- Practice of monopolar and bipolar electro surgical dissection of tissue
- Lab exercises: Eye & hand coordination, building blocks
- Hysteroscopy presentation & practice
- Tissue approximation, knotting and suturing, CO2 related issues
- Workshop training on mannequins & specimens (cutting, sutures & knots) Lab exercises: Eye & hand coordination, building blocks Obstgyn - Diagnostic hysteroscopy
- Obstgyn - Diagnostic hysteroscopy

5 Days full practical training course with a thrust on knotting and suturing techniques

Fee

AED 5,500
(USD 1,495)*
Including study material, certification

*Fee is non-refundable for cancellation within 30 days of course date. For earlier cancellations (or switching to another course), 10% administrative charges will be deducted. Fee does not include boarding, lodging, airfare and visa charges. Fee does not include 5% VAT which will be charged as per UAE law.
We reserve the right to cancel or alter the content and timing of the programme, the venue and the identity of speakers.

Register Now

+971 4 337 0400 +971 4 227 0470
+971 56 505 5292 +91 976 926 3293
+971 56 505 5289 +91 100 157 2653
info@ibcme.com www.ibcme.com

Follow us

Established in 2000, IBC is the largest medical training organisation in the Middle East, Africa and the Indian subcontinent. Touching 20 years of healthcare training, IBC trains, teaches and certifies over 4,000 medical doctors annually in accredited Continuous Medical Education (CME).
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